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Satisfactory control of the cancer pain remains the single most important element in palliative care, as failure of pain relief 
is a major threat to the quality of life. Inadequate classification and assessment would unavoidably lead to inappropriate 
and impractical treatment of cancer pain, which has been a striking challenge in cancer clinical practice for the past several 
decades. While the cancer pain characteristics are influenced by physiological, psychological, pathological, cultural and even 
social factors, a comprehensive assessment and an individualized plan of care should be provided throughout the course of 
illness. This review attempted to describe the framework, illustrate the present evidence supporting current classification 
methodologies and assessment approaches, and demonstrate the advance in multidisciplinary interventions for cancer pain 
syndrome, including Western and Traditional Chinese medicine.
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 .I n t r o d u c t i o n

Pain is probably the most feared symptom in cancer patients. 
Unrelieved pain impacts all dimensions of quality of life and 
profoundly influences the patients' ability to endure treatment, 
return to health as a cancer survivor, or achieve a peaceful death. 
A recent review on cancer pain presented pooled prevalence 
rates from 33% after curative treatment to 64% in patients 
having advanced disease, with one-third overall rating their 
pain as moderate or severe (1). Despite significant medical, 
pharmacological and technological advances, the prevalence is 
still unacceptably high. Many treatment guidelines have been 
published during the past 20 years (2-7), and few data suggest 
that adherence to these guidelines yields satisfactory relief 

for cancer pain (8,9). These data warrant further study and 
professional education in this area.

This review will focus on the development in cancer pain 
classification and assessment, along with the available treatment 
approaches. It is hoped that increased awareness will lead 
to more comprehensive pain assessment and optimal pain 
management.

 .C a n c e r  p a i n  p r e v a l e n c e

The prevalence of cancer pain in the early reports ranged from 
52% to 77% (10-13). More recent studies showed the figures 
that ranged from 24% to 60% in patients on active anticancer 
treatment (14-17) and 62-86% in patients with advanced cancer 
(18-22). Chronic pain was estimated to be approximately 33% in 
cancer survivor1. Even in the patients who have already received 
regular treatment, breakthrough pain rate was evaluated to be 
89% (23), which have made the management more difficult. 
Such a high prevalence only illustrates that there are still great 
barriers to optimal assessment and management of cancer pain.

 .C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  c a n c e r  p a i n

The palliative care population is heterogeneous in many different 
aspects, also in how pain is experienced and how it appears 
(24-26). Different pain characteristics depend on different 
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Figure 1. Classification of cancer pain.
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etiological, pathological, physiological, anatomical and temporal 
factors. Also, psychological, cultural factors and other patient-
related factors greatly impact the individual pain experience (27). 
Such a complexity has led to a challenge of how to systematically 
assess and classify all these factors to optimize the treatment of 
cancer pain.

When reviewing the literatures, only three formal, systemati-
cally developed and partially validated, pain classification 
systems were identified, namely the Classification of Chronic 
Pain of the International Association for the Study of Pain 
(IASP) (28), the Edmonton Classification System for Cancer 
Pain (ECS-CP) (29-32) and the Cancer Pain Prognostic Scale 
(CPPS) (33) (Figure 1).

Classification of chronic pain of the International Association for 
the Study of Pain (IASP)

The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) 
established a subcommittee on taxonomy in 1975 to achieve 
consensus on classification of chronic pain syndromes. A list of 
pain terms was first published in 1979 (34), later revised twice 
based on expert opinions and clinical experience (35). This is 
a descriptive coding system for chronic pain syndromes, both 

non-malignant and malignant, without any prognostication. 
Each clinical pain syndrome is assigned a code number based 
on five areas: anatomical site, organ systems whose abnormal 
functioning produces pain, temporal characteristics of pain, 
pain intensity and time since pain onset, pain etiology. This 
assessment is physician-based and consists of medical history, 
clinical examination and investigations. However, only 
one clinical study was identified which adopted the IASP 
Classification for Chronic Pain in cancer patients (28). To date, 
there is still no study to evaluate the clinical significance of IASP 
classification system.

Cancer Pain Prognostic Scale (CPPS)

The Cancer Pain Prognostic Scale (CPPS) was developed as a 
prognostic tool for prediction of pain relief in cancer patients. 
Four assessment instruments were used, all mainly based 
on patients' self-report: worst pain severity on an 11-point 
numerical rating scale (NRS) scale (0-10), emotional well-being 
from the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy (FACT-G), 
daily oral opioid dose of more than 60 mg and the presence of 
mixed pain. Similar to IASP classification system, there is only 
one study which adopted CPPS classification system (33).
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Table 1. A comprehensive pain assessment.

Pain assessment should be based on Patient's self-report.

To characterize the pain experience

1. Intensity: at rest and with movements

2. Location, referral and radiation pain

3. Timing: onset, duration, course, persistent, or intermittent

4. Quality: somatic pain, visceral pain, neuropathic pain

5.
Interference with quality of life: normal activities, psychological wellbeing, social and family relationship, sleep, appetite, sexual 
function, etc.

6. Aggravating and relieving factors

7. Associated symptoms

8. Current management plan and its response

Medical history

1. The extent of malignant disease, management plan, and prognosis

2. Medical comorbidities

3. psychiatric comorbidities

4. Pre-existing chronic pain

Physical examination

Essential laboratory and imaging investigations

To understand the nature of the pain and establish a "pain diagnosis"

1. Causes: cancer-related pain, treatment-related pain, pain unrelated to tumor or treatment

2. Inferred pathophysiology: nociceptive, neuropathic

Special issues that need to be concerned

1. Problems in communication and coordination

2. Patient and family's beliefs on the pain experience and its management

3. Patient and family's expectation and goal regarding pain relief

4. The influence of cultural beliefs, religious and spiritual supports

5. Psychological stress caused by pain and its treatment

6. Financial burdens caused by pain and its treatment

Edmonton Classification System for Cancer Pain (ECS-CP)

The Edmonton Classification System for Cancer Pain (ECS-
CP) is an instrument developed with the primary aim to predict 
response to treatment in patients with advanced cancer. It 
has gone through several stepwise and systematic validation 
studies, although its clinical application is still limited in 
Canada. In the first version of the ECS-CP (1989), named the 
Edmonton Staging System for Cancer Pain (ESS), patients 
with advanced diseases were categorized into three groups 
with good, intermediate or poor prognosis for pain treatment. 
This depended on their scores on seven domains: mechanism 
of pain, incident pain, previous narcotic exposure, cognitive 
function, psychological distress, opioid tolerance and history of 

drug or alcohol abuse (31). A subsequent study in 1995 led to a 
dichotomization of the groups, good or poor prognosis for pain 
control, because very few patients belonged to the group with 
intermediate prognosis (30). In addition, cognitive function and 
previous opioid consumption were removed from the staging 
system as they were identified to be unreliable factors for pain 
control (30).

In the subsequent multi-center trial which attempted to 
evaluate the reliability and predictive power of ESS, cognitive 
function was reintroduced based on expert opinions and 
literature reviews, while tolerance was excluded due to 
difficulty of clinical interpretation (32). Based on clinical 
experience and expert consensus (29) following a Delphi 
method consensus on construct validity (36), the rESS was 
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renamed as a classification system (ECS-CP). Therefore, the 
current ECS-CP contains five domains: pain mechanism, 
incident pain, psychological distress, addictive behaviour and 
cognitive function.

In the view of above, only ECS-CP, out of other classification 
systems,  has  been employed in more than one study. 
Furthermore, ECS-CP is the only one classification tool that has 
been revised and updated with validation trials, expert opinions 
and consensus, and is now subject to a large international 
validation study which enrolls over 1,000 patients.

 .A s s e s s m e n t  o f  c a n c e r  pa i n

A comprehensive assessment of cancer pain is the first important 
step toward optimal pain relief (37). Pain assessment should 
be brief, precise, multi-dimensional and specifically targeted 
to the patient population (27) (Table 1). However, at present 
there is no universally accepted tool to assess pain due to 
cancer in the palliative care setting (38,39). According to the 
recommendations on pain assessment in palliative care research 
from European Association for Palliative Care (EAPC), the 

Table 2. Assessment tools developed after 2000.

Assessment tools Author, year Dimensions Items

Back Pain Function Scale (BPFS)* Stratford, 2000 Inf 12

Brief Pain Diary for ambulatory cancer care (BPD) Maunsell, 2000 Inf, Int, Treat 8

Migraine Disability Assessment Scale (MIDAS) Stewart, 2000 Dur, Inf, Int, Loc, Qual, Rel, 
Treat

20

Oswestry Disability Index 2 (OSW-2) Cited in Roland, 2000 Inf, Int 10

Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) Wei, 2000 Inf, Temp, Loc 5

M. D. Anderson Symptom Inventory (MDASI) Cleeland, 2000 Int 1

Cognitive Risk Profile (CRP) DeGood, 2001 Aff, Bel, Inf, Rel 58

Leeds assessment of neuropathic symptoms and signs (LANSS) Bennett, 2001 Qual, Temp 5

Numerical rating scales (NRS)* Example in Turk, 2001 Int 1

Pain Assessment Questionnaire for a patient with advanced 
disease (PAQ)

Perron, 2001 Bel, Dur, Hist, Inf, Int, Loc, 
Qual, Rel, Temp, Treat

14

Verbal Rating Scales (VRS)* Turk, 2001 Int 1

Visual Analogue Scales (VAS)* Example in Turk, 2001 Int 1

Breast Cancer Treatment Outcomes Scale (BCTOS)* Stanton, 2001 Int 3

Edmonton Functional Assessment Tool-2 (EFAT-2)* Kaasa, 2001 Inf 1

Euro QOL Group (EQ-5D)* Rabin, 2001 Int 1

Cervical Spine Outcome Questionnaire (CSOQ) BenDebba, 2002 Inf, Int, Loc, Treat 24

Regional Pain Scale (RPS) Wolfe, 2003 Int, Loc 38

Medical Outcome Study 116 item core set (MOS-116)* RAND, 2003 Inf, Int, Temp 8

Pain assessment form (PAF) Chen, 2003 Int, Treat, Loc, Dur Bel 5

Pain Opioid Analgesics Beliefs Scale Cancer (POABS-CA) Lai, 2003 Bel 10

Resident Assessment Instrument for Palliative Care (RAI-PC) Steel, 2003 Int, Temp, Loc, Qual, Aff 10

World Health Organization Quality of Life Assessment 
Instrument ePain Module (WHQOL-Pain)

Mason, 2004 Aff, Bel, Dur, Inf, Int, Loc, 
Temp, Treat

28

Medication Assessment Tool for Cancer Pain Management (MAT-PC) Hakonsen, 2006 Int, Treat, Loc, Qual, Dur 34

Korean Pain Assessment Tool (KCPAT) Patient Satisfaction 
Questionnaire

Choi, 2006 Int, Loc, Qual, Aff, Treat, Inf 5

Treat=Effects of treatment, Aff=Pain affect, Bel=Pain beliefs, Dur=Duration, Hist=Pain history, Inf=Pain interference, Int=Pain intensity, Loc=Pain 
location, Qual=Pain quality, Rel=Pain relief-exacerbating/relieving factors, TemP=Temporal pattern.  * Unidimensional.
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selection of the instruments should be tailored to specific patient 
population and study design (40). For adult patients without 
cognitive impairment, Brief Pain Inventory short form (BPI-sf) 
(41), a multidimensional pain assessment tool should be given. 
The McGill Short Form questionnaire (42) is recommended for 
a more comprehensive pain assessment, such as studies focusing 
on diagnoses and characterization of various pain syndromes. 
On the other hand, for the assessment of pain intensity, a simple 
11-point Numerical Rating Scales (NRS) is generally accepted.

But the problem is that the assessment of cancer pain is still 
far from satisfactory in cancer clinical practice, in spite of the 
recommendations mentioned above (38,43,44). Pain is still not 
routinely measured which may attribute to the fact that most 
systems are too long and cumbersome for patients and clinicians 
to use (43-49). Undoubtedly, a scientific and systematic 

approach to cancer pain assessment is necessary. However, the 
major problem with a multi-dimensional, specific tool is the 
increased burden on both patient and staff, which will in turn 
decrease its compliance and application.

Another issue which has not been addressed is that there 
is a continuous flow of novel assessment systems developed, 
though only few of them follow the standardized development 
procedures (50) (Table 2). According to a recent review which 
evaluated the content as well as the development and validation 
procedures of 11 pain assessment tools, only 2 instruments were 
fully validated or cross-culturally examined (50). Another review 
even reported that fewer that 3% of the studies had had their pain 
assessment packages tested or validated (51). In addition, the 
diversity of tools makes the comparison of results impractical. 
Therefore, we have realized that the continuous plethora of 

Table 3. Categories of treatment in cancer pain.

Primary disease-modifying treatment

•   Palliative surgery

•   Radiation

•   Chemotherapy

Pharmacological treatment

•   Opioid analgesics

•   Non-opioid analgesics

•   adjuvant analgesics

Interventional treatment

•   Injection therapies

•   Neural blockade

•   Implant therapy

•   Transcutaneous/ Transcranial neurostimulation

Mind-body approaches

•   Rehabilitation

•   Occupational therapy

•   Hydrotherapy

•   Psycho-educational interventions

•   Cognitive behavioural therapy

•   Relaxation therapy, guided imagery, other types of stress management

•   Meditation

•   Other forms of psychotherapy

Alternative treatment

•   Acupuncture

•   Massage

•   Herbal

•   Others
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Figure 2. Flow chart of cancer pain treatment in clinical practice.
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new tools is on the wrong track. What we need is a common 
language which could only be obtained by collaborative work. 
This will involve extensive literature review, expert opinions and 
consensus, rigorous translation procedures, and comprehensive 
validation (52). Only in this way, the standard of cancer pain 
assessment could be enhanced.

 .T r e a t m e n t  o f  c a n c e r  p a i n

The management of cancer pain generally follows the flow chart 
in Figure 2. But now, it is highly recommended that it should be 
tailored to each individual, as different etiological, pathological, 
physiological, psychological, cultural, other patient-related 
factors or any combination of them altogether contribute to 

the complexity of cancer pain syndrome. While satisfactory 
pain relief never depends on a unique formula, the feasibility, 
appropriateness, potential benefits along with possible adverse 
effects of a treatment method should be taken into consideration 
in developing a coping strategy. The categories of treatment in 
cancer pain are listed in Table 3.

Primary disease-modifying treatment

Approximately three quarters of cancer pain are directly related 
to tumor, while most of the remainder may attribute to anti-
tumor treatment (53). Therefore, primary disease-modifying 
treatment plays an irreplaceable role in pain relief management. 
For instance, some metastasis lesions are usually restricted 
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to bones, local compression and destruction are the major 
reasons for pain which could response to radiation effectively 
(54). Regarding chemotherapy, numerous confusing factors, 
like different regiments applied, have made it difficult to draw 
a positive conclusion. The decision of offering chemotherapy 
should depend on the clinical observation and balance between 
benefits and drawbacks.

Pharmacological treatment

Pharmacotherapy remains the single most important treatment 
option for the relief of cancer pain since the idea of analgesic 
ladder approach was raised in 1996 (55). Opioid analgesics, non-
opioid analgesics and non-traditional analgesics were involved, 
of which opioid-based pharmacotherapy is considered to be the 
most effective.

Opioids
The representatives of opioid analgesics are morphine and 
codeine, which were also selected for the original WHO 
analgesic ladder (55). There are also many other opioids that 
have been permitted for the treatment of cancer pain (56). 
However, all these analgesics are subject to a range of side effects 
including tolerance, irritation, nausea and vomiting, constipation 
and even respiratory depression (57-62). 

Morphine: Of all the opioid-based analgesics for treatment 
of cancer pain, morphine is stil l regarded as the golden 
standard, although its metabolite, M-3-G, may contribute to 
myoclonus, seizures, and hyperalgesia, particularly in patients 
with renal impairment (63). It is recommended for the severe 
pain intensity in the WHO analgesic ladder and comparison for 
other opioids (55). Morphine can be delivered in a wide range 
of formulations and routes, including oral, parenteral, and 
rectal delivery (64). 

Codeine: Codeine or 3-methylmorphine is a relatively weak 
opioid which could be delivered alone, though it is usually 
combined with other pain killers like paracetamol. Codeine 
is less potent than morphine and has a correspondingly lower 
dependence-liability than morphine (65). It is considered a 
prodrug, since it is metabolisedin vivo to the primary active 
compounds morphine and codeine-6-glucuronide (C6G). 
This process depends mainly on an enzyme CYP2D6. 
Roughly 5-10% of codeine will be converted to morphine, 
with the remainder either free, conjugated to form codeine-6-
glucuronide, or converted to norcodeine and hydromorphone 
(65,66). Because the different levels of CYP2D6 will lead 
to different capability of metabolism, it is estimated that 3% 
of Asians and African Americans and 10% of Caucasians are 

poor metabolizers for codeine which in turn causes reduced 
analgesic effect (67).

Fentanyl: Fentanyl is a potent synthetic narcotic analgesic 
with a rapid onset and short duration of action, which is 
approximately 100 times more potent than morphine (68,69), 
with 100 micrograms of fentanyl approximately equivalent to 
10 mg of morphine and 75 mg of pethidine in analgesic activity. 
It can be administrated with a wide range of routes including 
parenteral, spinal, transdermal, transmucosal and rectal delivery 
(70,71). In cancer clinical practice, Fentanyl is frequently 
delivered with transdermal patches which slowly release the drug 
into the bloodstream over 48 to 72 hours, allowing for long-
lasting relief from pain. Body temperature, skin type, amount 
of body fat, and placement of the patch may affect the rate of 
absorption (71). A recent study reported that the plasma level 
of fentanyl is lower in the cachectic cancer patients who received 
transdermal patches (69).

Oxycodone: Oxycodone is a new semi-synthetic opioid 
which was developed in an attempt to improve the existing 
opioids (72). It is effective for managing moderate to moderately 
severe acute or chronic pain (72), which can be administrated 
in immediate-release, long-lasting, and liquid formulations 
(73,74). In 2001, the European Association for Palliative Care 
recommended that oral oxycodone be a second-line alternative to 
oral morphine for cancer pain (75). Oxycodone can be delivered 
orally, intranasally, via intravenous/intramuscular/subcutaneous 
injection or rectally. The bioavailability of oral administration of 
oxycodone averages 60-87%, with rectal administration yielding 
the same results; intranasal varies between individuals with a 
mean of 46% (74). 

Other opioids:There are still other opioids available for the 
treatment of cancer pain including buprenorphine, hydrocodone, 
hydromorphone, methadone, oxymorphone, tapentadol, 
tramadol, etc. However, pethidine and dextropropoxyphene 
are important exceptions due to the neurotoxic effects of their 
metabolites, normeperidine and norpropoxyphene, respectively 
(76). Levorphanol is the levorotatory stereoisomer of the 
synthetic morphinan and a pure opioid agonist, which is 4 to 8 
times as potent as morphine and has a longer half-life (77). It has 
been applied rarely in the clinical practice probably because of its 
limited availability.

As mentioned above, satisfactory pain relief seldom depends 
on unique formula. Clinical observation and experience with 
opioid trials reflected the fact repeatedly that individuals 
responded differently to various opioids (78,79). While it is 
impractical to predict the most suitable opioid for individuals, 
the treatment of cancer pain could be initiated with any available 
opioid-based drugs and should be ready for switch.
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Non-opioid and non-traditional analgesics
According to the WHO analgesic ladder, paracetamol and a non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) is remmended for 
mild or moderate pain or as a supplement to opioid-based drug 
for severe pain (55). 

Paracetamol: Paracetamol is a widely used over-the-counter 
analgesic and antipyretic. In recommended doses, the side effects 
of paracetamol are mild to non-existent, and therefore it is used 
frequently as a coanalgesic with opioid in order to enhance the 
efficacy (80,81). Recently, more attention has been drawn to its 
significant adverse side effects, especially the hepatic and renal 
impairment (82,83). This concern is even more intensive among 
the patients who is receiving chemotherapy, because there are 
case reports that interaction between anticancer agents and 
paracetamol aggravated hepatic toxicity (84). For the patients 
with impair renal or liver function and those with a history of 
alcohol abuse, paracetamol is now recommended to be avoided 
or the dosage should be limited within 2,000 mg each day (85).

NSAID: NSAIDs are usually indicated for the treatment 
of acute or chronic conditions where pain and inflammation 
are present, such as bone metastases. However, in the chronic 
cancer pain settings, safety concerns are always surrounding the 
administration of NSAIDs. The most potential adverse effects 
of NSAIDs include renal impairment, gastrointestinal upset, 
haematological and cardiovascular toxicity (86-91). The former 
three side effects are mainly caused by non-selective NSAIDs, 
like ibuprofen, which could inhibit the relevant enzymes 
to convert arachidonic acid to prostaglandins (86). On the 
other hand, the selective cyclo-oxygenase-2 inhibitors such as 
celecoxib have a potential risk of cardiovascular events including 
myocardial infarction and stroke (90,91). In view of the above, 
compromising function status of kidney or liver contraindicates 
the use of non-selective NSAIDs. In addition, NSAIDs should 
not be applied in the patients with platelet dysfunction or other 
bleeding disorders. 

W hen serving as a supplement for opioid-based drugs, 
NSAIDs may offer the benefits of less nausea and vomiting, 
constipation and central nerve symptoms by reducing the dosage 
of opioid. More impressively, a recent systematic review has 
proven that the combination of non-opioid and opioid can even 
improve the efficacy of pain relief (92).

Non-traditional analgesics: When the patients with cancer 
pain poorly respond to opioids and/or non-opioid analgesics, 
their conditions may be managed by co-administration of non-
traditional analgesics or adjuvant analgesics. These analgesics 
involve a wide range of medication, including anti-depressants, 
anti-epileptic agents, neuroleptics, steroids, anaesthetics, 
bisphosphonates, etc (93,94). Although the widespread use of 

these drugs as first-line agents in chronic non-malignant pain 
syndromes suggests that the term "adjuvant" is a misnomer, 
they usually are combined with a less-than-satisfactory opioid 
regimen when administered for cancer pain (93). Early use of 
anti-depressants as adjuvant analgesics is justified when pain 
is accompanied by depression (93). More importantly, based 
on their satisfactory relief for diverse types of neuropathic pain 
(95-98), the strongest indication for the use of anti-depressants 
occurs in the cancer patients with neuropathic pain who 
just partly response to opioids. Some severe pain caused by 
multifocal bone metastases which poorly responds to opioids 
could be addressed by corticosteroids in combination with 
bisphosphonates (99,100). Also, there is good evidence that anti-
epileptic agents are valuable in treating refractory neuropathic 
pain (101,102), which may be relatively less responsive to 
opioids than other types of pain (103).

Other treatment for cancer pain

Apart from the mainstream of pharmaceutical therapy in 
the management of cancer pain, there remain various kinds 
of therapies which could serve as beneficial supplements or 
alternatives. These strategies include interventional therapies 
like neural blockage, rehabilitation like occupational therapy, 
psychological support like cognitive and behavioral therapy, 
and alternative therapies like acupuncture, massage and herbal 
medicine. Some modalities are even considered specifically for 
refractory cancer pain. 

Interventional treatment
Interventional treatment consists of a large and varied group of 
injections, neural blockade approaches, implant therapies and 
neurostimulation (104-106). Spinal analgesics (intrathecal or 
epidural) provide significant hope for pain relief over months or 
years of treatment to help improve quality of life for an important 
minority of patients (2% to 5%) who suffer from severe and 
refractory cancer pain (104). Another example is coeliac plexus 
block for pain due to upper abdominal malignancy (105). 

Mind-body approaches
Regarding other strategies involving psychological and 
rehabilitative therapies, they actually adopt the so-called 
mind-body approaches (107). They aim to address not only 
concurrent pain symptom but fatigue, sleep disturbance and 
other cumbersome symptoms as a common symptom cluster in 
patients with cancer. The relevant techniques include relaxation, 
meditation, imagery/hypnosis, music inter ventions and 
cognitive-behavioral therapy/coping skills training. It is evident 
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that these therapies could help patients manage all the symptoms 
in the cluster with a single treatment strategy, and finally yield 
positive effects on broader quality of life (108,109). 

Alternative treatment
Acupuncture: There has been an increasing trend of acupunc-
ture research in the field of oncology in the past two decades, 
especially since the 1997 NIH consensus conference on 
acupuncture (110). More impressively,  the number of 
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) also has risen significantly 
these years. A randomized, blinded, controlled trial demonstrated 
that auricular acupuncture was effective for neuropathic pain 
of various forms (111). Furthermore, it was also reported that 
acupuncture was helpful in the control of post-operative pain in 
patients with lung cancer, breast cancer, bladder cancer, prostate 
cancer, and ovarian cancer (112,113). While it seems promising 
particularly in the short term, there is still insufficient evidence 
to judge whether acupuncture is effective in treating cancer pain 
because of methodological limitations, small sample sizes, poor 
reporting and inadequate analysis. Further rigorous trials are 
required to obtain higher levels of evidence.

Massage: Massage is one of the oldest and most popular 
alternative interventions among cancer patients. It involves 
putting pressure and traction in the soft tissue in the body 
with therapeutic intent. It is not only an important part of 
Traditional Chinese Medicine, but also an important part of 
other types of complementary medical cultures, such as Indian 
medicine and reflexology. As massage seems to contribute to 
pain control through reduction of stress and anxiety levels (114), 
many studies have attempted to prove its efficacy and safety in 
cancer pain. A recent multi-institutional randomized controlled 
trial showed a favorable result that greater improvement in 
pain reduction was achieved in massage group, though it was 
criticized with its potential reporting bias (115). Unfortunately, 
most of the current trials regarding the value of massage in cancer 
pain treatment were subject to a variety of limitations including 
small sample size and lack of randomization, control or blinding 
methods (116). Therefore, further studies are warranted to avoid 
the deficiencies of previous researches.

Chinese herbal medicine: Chinese herbal medicine is mainly 
plant based, but some preparations include minerals or animal 
products. They can be packaged as powders, pastes, lotions or 
tablets, depending on the herb and its intended use. Different 
herbs have different properties and can balance particular parts 
of the body. Chinese herbal medicine, based on the theories of 
Traditional Chinese Medicine, has been used to treat neoplasm 
throughout the Chinese medical history. In the past two decades, 
an increasing number of clinical trials have tried to prove the role 

of herbs in cancer treatment and thus provide scientific evidence 
for clinical practice. A recent, systematic review regarding 
Chinese herbal medicine for cancer pain reported that 115 trials 
were included for analysis and 41 were labeled as randomized 
controlled trials, most of which displayed favorable outcome for 
herbs (117). However, these results should be interpreted with 
caution due to different herb formulas used, poor study designs 
and inadequate analysis. Another concern about Chinese herbal 
medicine is the relevant adverse effects and potential interaction 
with conventional medicine. The common adverse effects include 
skin rash, pruritus and blisters related to external application of 
herbal medicine; nausea, vomiting, dizziness and drowsiness 
when used orally; and fever, fatigue, dry mouth, skin rash with 
intravenous infusion. Severe side effects are uncommon but 
ever reported as neuromuscular symptoms like tremors in oral 
muscles and tongue numbness with oral preparations, and chest 
distress, dyspnea and arrhythmia with intravenous infusion. 
Most of the side effects are transient and self-limited, and do not 
require medical intervention. Studies have also suggested that 
the side effects of conventional analgesics could even be reduced 
when combined with the use of herbal medicine, which may thus 
enhance cancer patients' quality of life (117).

Although there is still far from enough evidence to obtain 
a clear picture regarding the benefits and the drawbacks of all 
the complementary strategies mentioned above, cancer centers 
offering comprehensive treatment options should provide access 
to these alternatives. They can be used when available, feasible, 
desired by the patient, and consistent with the goals of care (56).

 .C o n c l u s i o ns

Satisfactory pain relief remains the most important component 
in the palliative care of cancer patients. However, lack of 
common language and comprehensive validation in cancer pain 
classification and assessment has made it the single most critical 
barrier to optimal pain management. A standardized cancer pain 
assessment system should be established for both clinical practice 
and research purposes through international collaboration and 
consensus processes. Opioid-based pharmaceutical therapy is 
still the mainstream in the management of cancer pain, while 
more challenges have been arisen in the past 20 years. More 
attention has been thrown to other pharmaceutical therapies 
including non-opioid and adjuvant drugs, complementary 
therapies with mind-body approaches, alternative medicine or 
any scientific and experiential combination of them. Although 
there is still lack of evidence to support the current modalities 
which necessitates further studies, one thing is affirmed that 
cancer patients can expect a better quality of life in the future 
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with advanced pain-relieving strategies integrated into palliative 
care.

Search strategy and selection criteria                                                             

We searched PubMed and references from relevant articles 
using the MeSH search terms "cancer pain", "palliative care", 
"assessment", "treatment" and "traditional Chinese medicine", 
and then by a more detailed search of PubMed for identified 
agents and methods. Papers published in English between Jan 
1, 1960, and Sep 30, 2011, which discussed assessment and 
treatment of cancer pain were included.
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